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Michael Weatherly Quotes

       What's most interesting to me is when [Tony DiNozzo] is just madly
inappropriate. 
~Michael Weatherly

I have a secret stash of Nutella that I pull out when necessary. That
chocolate-hazelnut combo is my wife's kryptonite. 
~Michael Weatherly

When my wife gets mad at me, I remind myself that she is much
smarter than I am and so I probably deserve it, even if I don't really
understand it! 
~Michael Weatherly

My wife gets pampered pretty well. She's had me trained since she was
pregnant, when I started making her oatmeal with fresh berries every
morning. 
~Michael Weatherly

I am terrible at memorizing things. Hence, ad-libbing. 
~Michael Weatherly

When I was about 19, my stepmother said - because this was back in
the 80s - that I had Robert Wagners pompadour. I said, What are you
talking about? You mean the guy from Hart to Hart? 
~Michael Weatherly

The big turn in the late 90s was that I realized I was going to be doing
this for a long time. I was fairly sure I was going to be an actor for the
rest of my life, which I think calmed me down. 
~Michael Weatherly

The only club I have ever belonged to is the James Bond fan club.
Member since 1979. 
~Michael Weatherly
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Soaps taught me the fundamentals of the game. You know, how to
show up, hit your mark, how to be on time. That soap opera world is a
microcosm of the entertainment culture. 
~Michael Weatherly

I ran the L.A. marathon and really loved the experience. Communal and
wild and a gigantic challenge. Finishing that marathon means I can do
more than I think. I think. 
~Michael Weatherly

I am blood type O-positive, which I remember by staying 'optimistic
positive.' 
~Michael Weatherly

We are very excited about welcoming a new member of the family, a
daughter! 
~Michael Weatherly

When I was a teenager, my dad used to call me 'Hollywood' because I
wore sunglasses all the time, even at night. Cue song. 
~Michael Weatherly

We're expanding the brand. Bojana and I are indeed awaiting our
second child. We're very excited. 
~Michael Weatherly

My legs have become accustomed to the treadmill. And in L.A., running
on the street is asking for a distracted texting driver to knock you over. 
~Michael Weatherly

My big running discovery was around Stanley Park in Vancouver. Miss
it. That's a six-mile loop. Now I smile when I get four miles done. Age is
a beast. 
~Michael Weatherly
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My wife, Bojana, is a doctor; we both work intense hours and have
months when we barely see each other. It isnt easy, but we realize
nobody said it was supposed to be! 
~Michael Weatherly

I'm in the process of trying to organize my DVDs into some kind of
order and it's taking me weeks. I have everything from obscure
'Antonioni' to 'Terminator Salvation. 
~Michael Weatherly

You would be amazed at the pompadour that I was rocking in the first
job I had on the soap opera called 'Loving,' my first contract job. 
~Michael Weatherly
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